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Dagard : 30 years
of continuous innovation

We make your project
worry free
Thirty years of experience in the field of clean
rooms have made of Dagard a key player on
the global market. As a financially sound and
long term company, Dagard is renowned for
its expertise : we have never strayed from our
constant fight against contamination. Every
project has its own peculiarities and specific
requirements have to be met. Our teams and
local partners deal with your case in all its
specific aspects.

Customer satisfaction first
Customer satisfaction has always been at the heart of our strategy. Our teams provide a full range of services
and manage each project from study and design, through manufacturing and installation to maintenance and
after-sales. We strive to devise customized solutions, complying with current standards and regulations,
whilst meeting client expectations.
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Curbing contamination,
our major concern
Complying with hygiene and safety concerns
Dagard designs specific solutions for hospitals where cleanliness standards are getting higher and higher
everyday. Our premises are devised to facilitate your fight against nosocomial infections and enable you to
sterilize your medical devices in the cleanest conditions. Our building materials do not generate particulate
contamination. Our solutions aim at providing hygiene and comfort for the well-being and the safety of patients
and medical staff.

Custom-made
solutions
Our
Ultra
Clean
and
Controlled
Environment
lines meet the needs of
medical
establishments.
They integrate with each
other according to your
requirements, in compliance
with the specificities of your
construction project.
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Our lines

Ultra Clean Line
Controlled Environment Line
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Building a working environment
for the patient’s safety
Two lines adapted to your working environments
The Dagard solutions, i.e. partitions, ceilings, doors, glazing and accessories, combine industrial design and
strength. With our totally flush or semi flush surfaces, cleaning your premises gets easier. Dust, particle and
bacterium proliferation is controlled. As the various high-risk areas of hospitals are regularly sanitized, our
products offer high resistance to cleaning and sanitizing products. They also meet your needs in terms of
resistance to shocks and scratches, as well as acoustic insulation.

Our concern : your safety
To meet the requirements of fire engineering and regulations, our products are fire-certified. Incombustible
panels come with an aluminium honeycomb or mineral wool core. Polyurethane core panels are nonflammable.
Once assembled, the various components of your clean room create a safe envelope.
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The pursuit of perfection

Top-quality finish
The skills and know-how of Dagard result in the
design and manufacturing of top-quality high
technology products. Our carefully selected cores
and claddings balance with your environment.
Once assembled, our flush panels make smooth
partitions, free of any dust-trapping surface. The
large size of our panels reduces the number of
joints inside your premises. Our flush or roundshaped coving sections, skirtings, handrails and
recessed base for flush flooring contribute to a topfinish. Your walls are protected from the scraping
of hospital trolleys.

Meeting your needs
Our modular partitions are prefabricated in our
workshops making them easy, clean and quick
to install. They are totally interchangeable and
independent and thus, easy to take apart during
maintenance operations.
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Our customer references
around the world
They trust us
Bichsel				

Switzerland

Greenslopes Hospital		

Autralia

Gregorio Marañón Hospital

Spain

Montpellier Teaching Hospital

France

Sterience			

France

Sydney IVF			

Australia
...

You may have a construction project in another field than
the hospital sector. Dagard has extensive experience in
clean rooms. Contact us, we have the answer to your
needs.
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and many others.

